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Introduction

Right now, duplicate data is stealing time and money 
from your organization. It could be a presentation sit-

ting in hundreds of users’ network folders or a group e-mail 
sitting in thousands of inboxes. This redundant data makes 
both storage and your backup process more costly, more 
time-consuming, and less efficient. Data deduplication, used 
on Quantum’s DXi-Series disk backup and replication appli-
ances, dramatically reduces this redundant data and the costs 
associated with it.

Data Deduplication For Dummies, Quantum 2nd Special 
Edition, discusses the methods and rationale for reducing the 
amount of duplicate data maintained by your organization. 
This book is intended to provide you with the information you 
need to understand how data deduplication can make a mean-
ingful impact on your organization’s data management.

How This Book Is Organized
This book is arranged to guide you from the basics of data 
deduplication, through its details, and then to the business 
case for data deduplication.

  ✓ Chapter 1: Data Deduplication: Why Less Is More: 
Provides an overview of data deduplication, including 
why it’s needed, the basics of how it works, and why it 
matters to your organization.

 ✓ Chapter 2: Data Deduplication in Detail: Gives a relatively 
technical description of how data deduplication functions, 
how it can be optimized, its various architectures, and 
what happens when it gets applied to replication.

 ✓ Chapter 3: The Business Case for Data Deduplication: 
Provides an overview of the business costs of duplicate 
data, how data deduplication can be effectively applied 
to your current data management process, and how it 
can aid in backup and recovery.
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 ✓ Chapter 4: Ten Frequently Asked Data Deduplication 

Questions (And Their Answers): This chapter lists, well, 
frequently asked questions and their answers.

Icons Used in This Book
Here are the helpful icons you see used in this book.

 

The Remember icon flags information that you should pay 
special attention to.

 

The Technical Stuff icon lets you know that the accompanying 
text explains some technical information in detail.

 

A Tip icon lets you know that some practical information that 
can really help you is on the way.

 

A Warning lets you know of a potential problem that can 
occur if you don’t take care.
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Chapter 1

Data Deduplication: 
Why Less Is More

In This Chapter
▶ Understanding where duplicate data comes from

▶ Identifying duplicate data

▶ Using data deduplication to reduce storage needs

▶ Figuring out why data deduplication is needed

Maybe you’ve heard the cliché “Information is the life-
blood of an organization.” But many clichés have truth 

behind them, and this is one such case. The organization that 
best manages its information is likely the most competitive.

Of course, the data that makes up an organization’s informa-
tion must also be well-managed and protected. As the amount 
and types of data an organization must manage increase expo-
nentially, this task becomes harder and harder. Complicating 
matters is the simple fact that so much data is redundant. 

To operate most effectively, every organization needs to 
reduce its duplicate data, increase the efficiency of its storage 
and backup systems, and reduce the overall cost of storage. 
Data deduplication is a powerful technology for doing just that.

Duplicate Data: Empty Calories 
for Storage and Backup Systems

Allowing duplicate data in your storage and backup systems 
is like eating whipped cream straight out of the bowl: You get 
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plenty of calories, but no nutrition. Take it to an extreme, and 
you end up overweight and undernourished. In the IT world, 
that means buying lots more storage than you really need.

The tricky part is that it’s not really the IT team that controls 
how much duplicate data you have. All of your users and 
systems generate duplicate data, and the larger your organiza-
tion and the more careful you are about backup, the bigger 
the impact is.

For example, say that a sales manager sends out a 10MB pre-
sentation via e-mail to 500 salespeople and each person stores 
the file. The presentation now takes up 5GB of your storage 
space. Okay, you can live with that, but look at the impact on 
your backup!

Because yours is a prudent organization, each user’s network 
share is backed up nightly. So day after day, week after week, 
you are adding 5GB of data each day to your backup, and most 
of the data in those files consists of the same blocks repeated 
over and over and over again. Multiply this by untold numbers 
of other sources of duplicate data, and the impact on your stor-
age and backup systems becomes clear. Your storage needs 
skyrocket, and your backup costs explode.

Data Deduplication: Putting 
Your Data on a Diet

If you want to lose weight, you either reduce your calories or 
increase your exercise. The same is sort of true for your data, 
except you can’t make your storage and backup systems run 
laps to slim down.

Instead, you need a way to identify duplicate data and then 
eliminate it. Data deduplication technology provides just such 
a solution. Systems like Quantum’s DXi products that use 
block-based deduplication start by segmenting a dataset into 
variable-length blocks and then check for duplicates. When 
they find a block they’ve seen before, instead of storing it 
again, they store a pointer to the original. Reading the file is 
simple — the sequence of pointers makes sure all the blocks 
are accessed in the right order.

These materials are © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Any dissemination, distribution, or unauthorized use is strictly prohibited.



 Chapter 1: Data Deduplication: Why Less Is More 5
Compared to other storage reduction methods that look for 
repeated whole files (single-instance storage is an example), 
data deduplication provides much more granularity. That 
means that in most cases, it dramatically reduces the amount 
of storage space needed.

As an example, consider the sales deck that everybody saved. 
Imagine that everybody put their name on the title page. A 
single-instance system would identify all the files as unique 
and save all of them. A system with data deduplication, how-
ever, can tell the difference between unique and duplicate 
blocks inside files and between files, and it’s designed to save 
only one copy of the redundant data segments. That means 
that you use much less storage.

Data deduplication isn’t a stand-alone technology — it can 
work with single-instance storage and conventional compres-
sion. That means data deduplication can be integrated into 
existing storage and backup systems to decrease storage 
requirements without making drastic changes to an 
organization’s infrastructure.

A brief history of data reduction
One of the earliest approaches to 
data reduction was data compres-
sion, which searches for repeated 
strings within a single file. Different 
types of compression technologies 
exist for different types of files, but 
all share a common limitation: Each 
reduces duplicate data only within 
specific parts of individual files.

Next came single-instance storage, 
which reduces storage needs by 
recognizing when files are repeated. 
Single-instance storage is used in 
backup systems, for example, where 
a full backup is made first, and then 

incremental backups are made of 
only changed and new files. The 
effectiveness of single-instance 
storage is limited because it saves 
multiple copies of files that may have 
only minor differences.

Data deduplication is the newest 
technique for reducing data. 
Because it recognizes differences at 
a variable-length block basis within 
files and between files, data dedu-
plication is the most efficient data 
reduction technique yet developed 
and allows for the highest savings in 
storage costs.
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Data deduplication utilizes proven technology. Most data is 
already stored in non-contiguous blocks, even on a single-disk 
system, with pointers to where each file’s blocks reside. In 
Windows systems, the File Allocation Table (FAT) maps the 
pointers. Each time a file is accessed, the FAT is referenced to 
read blocks in the right sequence. Data deduplication refer-
ences identical blocks of data with multiple pointers, but it 
uses the same basic principles for reading multi-block files 
that you are using today. 

Why Data Deduplication Matters
Increasing the data you can put on a given disk makes sense 
for an IT organization for lots of reasons. The obvious one is 
that it reduces direct costs. Although disk costs have dropped 
dramatically over the last decade, the increase in the amount 
of data being stored has more than eaten up the savings.

Just as important, however, is that data deduplication also re-
duces network bandwidth needs for transmitting data — when
you store less data, you have to move less data, too. That opens 
up new protection and disaster recovery capabilities — replica-
tion of backup data, for example — which make management of 
data much easier.

Finally, there are major impacts on indirect costs — the 
amount of space required for storage, cooling requirements, 
and power use. Management time is also reduced — often 
dramatically. Quantum DXi customers in a recent survey 
averaged a 60 percent reduction in the amount of time 
they had to spend managing their backups. 

Deduplication a cloud technology? Yes!
With today’s trend of starting to store 
data in the cloud, particularly backup 
data for offsite storage and disaster 
recovery, companies are looking for 
ways to transport their data to the cloud.

It turns out that deduplication is a 
great technology to transport data 
to the cloud. Deduplication reduces 

the amount of data stored onsite, 
and drastically reduces the amount 
of data that needs to be sent over 
the WAN. So deduplication provides 
a very efficient way to move backup 
data over the wide area network, and 
also an efficient way to store backup 
data in the cloud while minimizing 
storage requirements.
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Chapter 2

Data Deduplication 
in Detail

In This Chapter
▶ Understanding how data deduplication works

▶ Optimizing data deduplication

▶ Defining the data deduplication architectures

Data deduplication is really a simple concept with very 
smart technology behind it: You only store a block once. 

If it shows up again, you store a pointer to the first one that 
takes up less space than storing the whole thing again. When 
data deduplication is put into systems that you can actually 
use, however, there are several options for implementation. 
And before you pick an approach to use or a model to plug in, 
you need to look at your particular data needs to see whether 
data deduplication can help you. Factors to consider include 
the type of data, how much it changes, and what you want to 
do with it. So let’s look at how data deduplication works.

Making the Most of the 
Building Blocks of Data

Basically, data deduplication segments a stream of data into 
variable-length blocks and writes those blocks to disk. Along 
the way, it creates a digital signature — like a fingerprint — 
for each data segment and an index of the signatures it has 
seen. The index, which can be recreated from the stored data 
segments, lets the system know when it’s seeing a new block.
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When data deduplication software sees a duplicate block, it 
inserts a pointer to the original block in the dataset’s meta-
data (the information that describes the dataset) rather than 
storing the block again. If the same block shows up more than 
once, multiple pointers to it are created. It’s a slam dunk — 
pointers are smaller than blocks, so you need less disk space.

Data deduplication technology clearly works best when it sees 
sets of data with lots of repeated segments. For most people, 
that’s a perfect description of backup. Whether you back up 
everything every day (and lots of us do this) or once a week 
with incremental backups in between, backup jobs by their 
nature send the same pieces of data to a storage system over 
and over again. Until data deduplication, there wasn’t a good 
alternative to storing all the duplicates. Now there is.

Fixed-length blocks versus 
variable-length data segments
So why variable-length blocks? You have to think about the 
alternative. Remember, the trick is to find the differences 
between datasets that are made up mostly — but not com-
pletely — of the same segments. If segments are found by 

A word about words
There’s no science academy that 
forces IT writers to standardize word 
use — that’s a good thing. But it 
means that different companies use 
different terms. In this book, we use 
data deduplication to mean a vari-
able-length block approach to reduc-
ing data storage requirements — and 

that’s the way most people use the 
term. But some companies use the 
same word to describe systems that 
look for duplicate data in other ways, 
like at a file level. If you hear the term 
and you’re not sure how it’s being 
used, ask.
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 Chapter 2: Data Deduplication in Detail 9
dividing a data stream into fixed-length blocks, then chang-
ing any single block means that all the downstream blocks 
will look different the next time the data set is transmitted. 
Bottom line, you won’t find very many common segments. 

So instead of fixed blocks, Quantum’s deduplication technol-
ogy divides the data stream into variable-length data seg-
ments using a system that can find the same block boundaries 
in different locations and contexts. This block-creation pro-
cess lets the boundaries “float” within the data stream so that 
changes in one part of the dataset have little or no impact on 
the blocks in other parts of the dataset. Duplicate data seg-
ments can then be found globally at different locations inside 
a file, inside different files, inside files created by different 
applications, and inside files created at different times. 
Figure 2-1 shows fixed-block data deduplication.

A B C D

E F G H

Figure 2-1: Fixed-length block data in data deduplication.

The upper line shows the original blocks — the lower 
shows the blocks after making a single change to Block A 
(an insertion). The shaded sequence is identical in both 
lines, but all of the blocks have changed and no duplication 
is detected — there are eight unique blocks.

Data deduplication utilizes variable-length blocks. In Figure 2-2, 
Block A changes when the new data is added (it is now E), but 
none of the other blocks are affected. Blocks B, C, and D are all 
identical to the same blocks in the first line. In all, we have only 
five unique blocks.

Using data protection solutions based on variable length-
deduplication technology vs. fixed-block deduplication can 
help companies save significantly on the storage needed for 
backup. Recent side-by-side testing using real-world data 
found that variable-length deduplication reduced data up to 
six times more effectively than fixed-block approaches.
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E B C D

A B C D

Figure 2-2: Variable-length block data in data deduplication.

Effect of change in deduplicated 
storage pools
When a dataset is processed for the first time by a data de-
duplication system, the number of duplicate data segments 
varies depending on the nature of the data (both file type 
and content). The gain can range from negligible to 50% or 
more in storage efficiency.

But when multiple similar datasets — like a sequence of 
backup images from the same volume — are written to a 
common deduplication pool, the benefit is very significant 
because each new write only increases the size of the total 
pool by the number of new data segments. In typical business 
data sets, it’s common to see block-level differences between 
two backups of only 1% or 2%, although higher change rates 
are also frequently seen.

The number of new data segments in each new backup 
depends a little on the data type, but mostly on the rate of 
change between backups. And total storage requirement also 
depends to a very great extent on your retention policies — 
the number of backup jobs and the length of time they are 
held on disk. The relationship between the amount of data 
sent to the deduplication system and the disk capacity actu-
ally used to store it is referred to as the deduplication ratio.
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 Chapter 2: Data Deduplication in Detail 11
Figure 2-3 shows the formula used to derive the data dedupli-
cation ratio, and Figure 2-4 shows the ratio for four different 
backup datasets with different change rates (compression 
also figures in, so the figure also shows different compression 
effects). These charts assume full backups, but deduplication 
also works when incremental backups are included. As it turns 
out, though, the total amount of data stored in the deduplica-
tion appliance may well be the same for either method because 
the storage pool only stores new blocks under either system. 
The deduplication ratio differs, though, because the amount of 
data sent to the system is much greater in a daily full model. 
So the storage advantage is greater for full backups even if the 
amount of data stored is the same.

Data deduplication ratio =
Total data before reduction

Total data after reduction

Figure 2-3: Deduplication ratio formula.

It makes sense that data deduplication has the most powerful 
effect when it is used for backup data sets with low or modest 
change rates, but even for data sets with high rates of change, 
the advantage can be significant.

To help you select the right deduplication appliance, Quantum 
uses a sizing calculator that models the growth of backup data-
sets based on the amount of data to be protected, the backup 
methodology, type of data, overall compressibility, rates of 
growth and change, and the length of time the data is to be 
retained. The sizing calculator helps you understand where 
data deduplication has the most advantage and where more 
conventional disk or tape backup systems provide more 
appropriate functionality.
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Figure 2-4: Effects of data change on deduplication ratios.

 

Contact your Quantum representative to participate in a 
deduplication sizing exercise.

Sharing a Common Data 
Deduplication Pool

Several data deduplication systems allow multiple streams of 
data from different servers and different applications to be 
sent into a common deduplication pool (also called a block-
pool) — that way, common blocks between different datasets 
can be deduplicated on a global basis. Quantum’s DXi-Series 
appliances are examples of such systems.
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 Chapter 2: Data Deduplication in Detail 13
DXi-Series systems offer different connection personalities 
depending on the model and configuration, including NAS 
volumes (CIFS or NFS) and virtual tape libraries (VTLs). The 
series even supports Symantec’s specific Logical Storage Unit 
(LSU) presentation, which is part of the OpenStorage Initiative 
(OST). Because all the presentations offered in the same unit 
access a common blockpool, redundant blocks are eliminated 
across all the datasets written to the appliance — global dedu-
plication. This means that a DXi-Series appliance recognizes 
and deduplicates the same data segments on a print and file 
server coming in through one backup job and on an e-mail 
server backed up on a different server. Figure 2-5 demon-
strates a sharing pool utilizing DXi-Series appliances.

DXi-Series Appliance Storage Pool

Sharing storage pool in DXi-Series appliances
All the datasets written to the DXi appliance share a common,
deduplicated storage pool irrespective of what presentation,
interface, or application is used during ingest. One DXi-Series
appliance can support multiple backup applications 
at the same time.

Source
1

Source
2

Source
3

Figure 2-5: Sharing a global deduplication storage pool.

Data Deduplication 
Architectures

Data deduplication, like compression or encryption, introduces 
computational overhead, so the choice of where and how dedu-
plication is carried out can affect backup performance. The 
most common approach today is to carry out deduplication 
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at the destination end of backup, but deduplication can also 
occur at the source (that is, at the server where the backup 
data is initially processed by the backup software, or even at 
the host server where an application is backed up initially). 

Wherever the data deduplication is carried out, just as with 
compression or encryption, you get the fastest performance 
from purpose-built systems optimized for the process. If de-
duplication is carried out entirely by backup software agents 
running on general-purpose servers, it’s usually slower, you 
have to manage agents on all the servers, and deduplication 
can compete with and slow down primary applications. It can 
also be complex to deploy or change.

The data deduplication approach with the highest performance 
and ease of implementation is generally one that is carried out 
on specialized hardware systems at the destination end of 
the backup. Backup is faster and deduplication can work 
with any backup software, so it’s easier to deploy and to 
change down the road.

There’s even a new hybrid model recently introduced that 
combines the two models. This new model carries out part 
of the deduplication process on the backup server, but uses 
a target appliance for lots of the jobs that require the most 
processing power. Hybrid-mode approaches — Quantum’s 
DXi Accent is an example — can speed up backups where the 
network is the bottleneck because less data is sent over the 
network. But, because a lot of the processing stays on the 
appliance, it has less negative impact on the backup server 
than systems that do everything in the backup software.

Deduplication appliances have been around for several years 
now, and as vendors create later-generation products, the 
development teams are getting smarter about how to get 
the most performance and data reduction out of a system. 
Quantum’s latest generation of products, for example, use 
different kinds of storage inside the appliances to store the 
data used for specific, often repeated operations. Looking up 
and checking signatures happens all the time and is a pretty 
compute-intensive operation, so that data is held on solid-
state disks or on small, fast, conventional disk drives with a 
high-bandwidth connection. Since both have very fast seek 
times, the performance of the whole system is increased 
significantly. One recent new product more than tripled the 
performance of the model it replaced. Is there room for even 
more improvement? The engineers seem to think so — so 
keep an eye out.
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Chapter 3

The Business Case for 
Data Deduplication

In This Chapter
▶ Looking at the business value of deduplication

▶ Finding out why applying the technology to replication and 
disaster recovery is key

▶ Identifying the cost of storing duplicate data

▶ Looking at the Quantum data deduplication advantage

As with all IT investments, data deduplication must make 
business sense to merit adoption. At one level, the value 

is pretty easy to establish. Adding disk to your backup strategy 
can provide faster backup and restore performance, as well as 
give you RAID levels of fault tolerance. But with conventional 
storage technology, the amount of disk people need for backup 
just costs too much. Data deduplication solves that problem 
for many users by letting them reduce the amount of disk they 
need to hold their backup data by 90 percent or more, which 
translates into immediate savings.

Conventional disk backup has a second limitation that some 
users think is even more important — disaster recovery (DR) 
protection. Can data deduplication help there? Absolutely! 
The key is using the technology to power remote replication, 
and the outcome provides another compelling set of 
business advantages.
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Deduplication to the Rescue: 
Replication and Disaster 
Recovery Protection

The minimum disaster recovery (DR) protection you need is 
to make backup data safe from site damage and other natural 
or man-made disasters. After all, equipment and applications 
can be replaced, but digital assets may be irreplaceable. And 
no matter how many layers of redundancy a system has, when 
all copies of anything are stored on a single hardware system, 
they are vulnerable to fires, floods, or other site damage.

A timeless rules that can effectively address any failure 
scenario is called the 3-2-1 backup rule, which answers two 
 important questions: How many backup files should I have 
and where should I store them? According to the rule, you 
should:

 ✓ Have at least three copies of your data

 ✓ Store the copies on two different media

 ✓ Keep one backup copy offsite

The 3-2-1 rule became a popular concept thanks to Peter 
Krogh, a well-known photographer who wrote that there are 
two groups of people — those who have already had a storage 
failure and those who will have one in the future. 

For many users, removable media provides all or most of their 
site loss protection. And it’s one of the big reasons that disk 
backup isn’t used more: When backup data is on disk, it just 
sits there. You have to do something else to get DR protection. 
People talk about replicating backup data over networks, but 
almost nobody actually does it: Backup sets are too big and 
network bandwidth is too limited.

Data deduplication changes all that by finally making remote 
replication of backup practical and smart. How does data 
deduplication work? Just like you store only the new blocks 
in each backup, you have to replicate only the new blocks. 
Suppose 1 percent of a 500GB backup has changed since the 
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previous backup. That means you have to move only 5GB of 
data to keep the two systems synchronized — and you can 
move that data in the background over several hours. That 
means you can use a standard WAN to replicate backup sets.

For disaster recovery, that means you can have an off-site 
replica image of all your backup data every day, and you can 
reduce the amount of removable media you handle. That’s espe-
cially nice when you have smaller sites that don’t have IT staff. 
Less removable media can mean lower costs and less risk. Daily 
replication means better protection. It’s a win-win situation.

How do you get them synched up in the first place? The 
first replication event may take longer, or you can co-locate 
devices and move data the first time over a faster network, or 
you can put backup data at the source site on tape and copy 
it locally onto the target system. After that first sync-up is fin-
ished, the replication needs to move only the new blocks. 

What about tape? Do you still need it? Disk-based deduplica-
tion and replication can reduce the amount of tape you use, 
but most IT departments combine the technologies, using tape 
for longer-term retention. This approach makes sense for most 
users. If you want to keep data for six months or three years or 
seven years, tape provides the right economics and portability, 
and the new encryption capabilities that tape drives offer now 
make securing the data that goes off site on tape easy.

The best solution providers will help you get the right balance, 
and at least one of them — Quantum — lets you manage the 
disk and tape systems from a single management console, and it 
supports all your backup systems with the same service team.

 

The asynchronous replication method employed by Quantum 
in its DXi-Series disk backup and replication solutions can give 
users extra bandwidth leverage. Before any blocks are replicated 
to a target, the source system sends a list of blocks it wants to 
replicate. The target checks this list of candidate blocks against 
the blocks it already has, and then it tells the source what it 
needs to send. So if the same blocks exist in two different offices, 
they have to be replicated to the target only one time.

Figure 3-1 shows how the deduplication process works on 
replication over a WAN.
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Figure 3-1: Verifying data segments prior to transmission.

Because many organizations use public data exchanges to 
supply WAN services between distributed sites, and because 
data transmitted between sites can take multiple paths from 
source to target, deduplication appliances should offer encryp-
tion capabilities to ensure the security of data transmissions. 
In the case of DXi-Series appliances, all replicated data — both 
metadata and actual blocks of data — can be encrypted at the 
source using SHA-AES 256-bit encryption and decrypted at the 
target appliance.

Reducing the Overall 
Cost of Storing Data

Storing redundant backup data brings with it a number of 
costs, from hard costs such as storage hardware to opera-
tional costs such as the labor to manage removable backup 
media and off-site storage and retrieval fees. Data deduplica-
tion offers a number of opportunities for organizations to 
improve the effectiveness of their backup and to reduce 
overall data protection costs.

These include the opportunity to reduce hardware acquisi-
tion costs, but even more important for many IT organizations 
is the combination of all the costs that go into backup. They 
include ongoing service costs, costs of removable media, 
the time spent managing backup at different locations, and 
the potential lost opportunity or liability costs if critical data 
becomes unavailable.
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The situation is also made more complex by the fact that in the 
backup world, there are several kinds of technology and dif-
ferent situations often call for different combinations of them. 
If data is changing rapidly, for example, or only needs to be 
retained for a few days, the best option may be  conventional 
disk backup. If it needs to be retained for longer periods — six 
months, a year, or more — traditional tape-based systems 
may make more sense. Recently a new trend has emerged: 
data explosion. Data is growing exponentially, and most of it is 
unstructured data, such as email, audio, image, and video files. 
Once generated, captured, or initially used, this data becomes 
reference data and rarely changes, yet every now and then the 
users may need to reference it. For this scenario, archiving the 
data makes more sense. Newer data protection appliances — 
like the Quantum DXi series — can be used simultaneously for 
backup and archiving, helping the IT admins achieve the right 
balance between data that should be backed up and data that 
should be archived. 

Making that distinction can help the IT department speed 
up backups by reducing the backup size and network traffic 
needed to run the backup job, while at the same time freeing 
up expensive primary storage by archiving stale, unstructured 
data on a dedicated share on the DXi. 

How much can one save? Archiving 30TB of unstructured data 
on a Quantum DXi appliance can mean more $80,000-plus sav-
ings in total storage costs. That money can pay for your whole 
DXi appliance. 

For many organizations, the need is likely to be different for 
different kinds of data.

The savings from combining disk-based backup, deduplica-
tion, replication, and tape in an optimal way can provide 
very significant savings when users look at their total data-
protection costs. A white paper published in November 2011 
by industry group IDC — titled “Demonstrating the Business 
Value of Deduplication for Data Protection,” and sponsored by 
Quantum — studied organizations that had deployed Quantum 
DXi deduplication systems. The findings? The study found 
that over three years the companies saved $4.75 for $1 dollar 
invested. The systems paid for themselves in an average time 
of 7 months. Where were the savings? In reduced media usage, 
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lower power and cooling, savings on license and service costs, 
and in increased productivity. The key was data deduplication, 
replication, and combining it with traditional tape in an optimal 
way. (See Figure 3-2.)

Average Annual Benefits (per 100 users)
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Figure 3-2: A recent IDC study found significant savings from combining 
disk-based backup, deduplication, replication, and tape.

The key to finding the best answer is looking clearly at all the 
alternatives and finding the best way to combine them. A sup-
plier like Quantum that can provide and support all the differ-
ent options is likely to give users a wider range of solutions 
than a company that offers only one kind of technology, and 
such suppliers have teams of people that can help IT depart-
ments look at the alternatives in an objective way.

 

You can get an idea of the kinds of savings that deduplica-
tion can provide for your organization by using an on-line ROI 
estimating tool developed by IDC, available at www.quantum.
com.
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Data Deduplication Also 
Works for Archiving

We’ve talked about the power of data deduplication in the 
context of backup because that application includes so much 
redundant data. But data deduplication can also have very 
significant benefits for archiving and nearline storage appli-
cations that are designed to handle very large volumes of 
data. By boosting the effective capacity of disk storage, data 
deduplication can give these applications a practical way of 
increasing their use of disk-based resources cost effectively. 
Storage solutions that use Quantum’s patented data dedupli-
cation technology work effectively with standard archiving 
storage applications as well as with backup packages, and the 
company has integrated the technology into its own StorNext 
data management software and StorNext archiving appliances. 
Combining high-speed data sharing with cost effective con-
tent retention, StorNext helps customers consolidate storage 
resources so that workflow operations run faster and the stor-
age of digital business assets costs less. With StorNext, data 
sharing and retention are combined in a single solution that 
now also includes data deduplication to provide even greater 
levels of value across all disk storage tiers.

Looking at the Quantum Data 
Deduplication Advantage

The DXi-Series disk backup and replication systems use 
Quantum’s data deduplication technology to reduce the 
amount of disk users need to store backup data by 90 percent 
or more. And they make automated replication of backup data 
over WANs a practical tool for DR protection. All DXi-Series 
systems share a common replication methodology, so users 
can connect distributed and midrange sites with Enterprise 
data centers. The result is a cost-effective way for IT depart-
ments to store more backup data on disk, to provide high-
speed, reliable restores, to increase DR protection, to centralize 
backup operations, and to reduce media management costs. 
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Quantum deduplication products cover a broad range of sizes, 
from compact units for small businesses and remote offices, to 
midrange appliances, to enterprise systems that can hold  
10 petabytes of backup data. All systems include deduplication 
and replication functionality in their base price, and the larger 
systems include software for creating tapes directly and soft-
ware that provides the option of hybrid-mode operation. 

The DXi-Series works with all leading backup software, includ-
ing Symantec’s OpenStorage API, to provide end-to-end sup-
port that spans multiple sites and integrates with tape backup 
systems to make integrating deduplication technology into 
existing backup architecture easy for users. DXi-Series appli-
ances are part of a comprehensive set of backup solutions 
from Quantum, the leading global specialist in backup, recov-
ery, and archive. Whether the solution is disk with deduplica-
tion and replication, conventional disk, tape, or a combination 
of technologies, Quantum offers advanced technology, proven 
products, centralized management, and expert professional 
services offerings for all your backup and archive systems.

The results that Quantum DXi customers report show the kind 
of direct business benefits that adding deduplication technol-
ogy can have on IT departments. The same IDC report men-
tioned earlier in this chapter found that:

	 ✓	Backups on average were more than twice as fast as 
before (52 percent reduction in time required).

	 ✓	Failed backup jobs were reduced by 91 percent.

	 ✓	Time to restore files was reduced by 95 percent

 ✓	Overall sys admin time for backup was reduced by 61 
percent.

 ✓	And the productivity gains were not limited to IT person-
nel. The companies in the study, on average, realized 
a gain of nearly 30 hours per year for each end user 
because backups and restores were faster, and negative 
impact on server operations from backup were reduced.

Overall, systems paid for themselves in an average of 7 months 
through a combination of increased productivity and reduced 
direct costs, including savings in the purchase, transport, stor-
age and recall of removable media.
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Chapter 4

Ten Frequently Asked Data 
Deduplication Questions 

(And Their Answers)
In This Chapter
▶ Figuring out what data deduplication really means

▶ Discovering the advantages of data deduplication

In this chapter, we answer the ten questions most often 
asked about data deduplication.

What Does the Term “Data 
Deduplication” Really Mean?

There’s really no industry-standard definition yet, but there 
are some things that everyone agrees on. For example, every-
body agrees that it’s a system for eliminating the need to 
store redundant data, and most people limit it to systems that 
look for duplicate data at a block level, not a file level. Imagine 
20 copies of a presentation that have different title pages: To 
a file-level data-reduction system, they look like 20 completely 
different files. Block-level approaches see the commonality 
between them and use much less storage.

The most powerful data deduplication uses a variable-length 
block approach. A product using this approach looks at a 
sequence of data, segments it into variable length blocks, and, 
when it sees a repeated block, stores a pointer to the original 
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instead of storing the block again. Because the pointer takes 
up less space than the block, you save space. In backup, 
where the same blocks show up again and again, users 
typically reduce disk needs by 90 percent or more.

How Is Data Deduplication 
Applied to Replication?

Replication is the process of sending duplicate data from a 
source to a target. Typically, a relatively high performance 
network is required to replicate large amounts of backup data. 
But with deduplication, the source system — the one sending 
data — looks for duplicate blocks in the replication stream. 
Blocks already transmitted to the target system don’t need 
to be transmitted again. The system simply sends a pointer, 
which is much smaller than the block of data and requires 
much less bandwidth.

What Applications Does Data 
Deduplication Support?

When used for backup, data deduplication supports all 
applications and all qualified backup packages. Certain file 
types — some rich media files, for example — don’t see much 
advantage the first time they are sent through deduplication 
because the applications that wrote the files already elimi-
nated redundancy. But if those files are backed up multiple 
times or backed up after small changes are made, deduplica-
tion can create very powerful capacity advantages.

Is There Any Way to Tell How 
Much Improvement Data 
Deduplication Will Give Me?

Four primary variables affect how much improvement you will 
realize from data deduplication:
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 ✓ How much your data changes (that is, how many new 

blocks get introduced)

 ✓ How well your data compresses using conventional 
compression techniques

 ✓ How your backup methodology is designed (that is, 
full versus incremental or differential)

 ✓ How long you plan to retain the backup data

Quantum offers sizing calculators to estimate the effect that 
data deduplication will have on your business. Pre-sales 
systems engineers can walk you through the process and 
show you what kind of benefit you will see.

What Are the Real Benefits 
of Data Deduplication?

There are two main benefits of data deduplication. First, data 
deduplication technology lets you keep more backup data on 
disk than with any conventional disk backup system, which 
means that you can restore more data faster. Second, it makes 
it practical to use standard WANs and replication for disaster 
recovery (DR) protection, which means that users can pro-
vide DR protection while reducing the amount of removable 
media (that’s tape) handling that they do.

What Is Variable-Block-Length 
Data Deduplication?

It’s easiest to think of the alternative to variable-length, which 
is fixed-length. If you divided a stream of data into fixed-length 
segments, every time something changed at one point, all 
the blocks downstream would also change. The system of 
variable-length blocks that Quantum uses allows some of the 
segments to stretch or shrink, while leaving downstream blocks 
unchanged. This increases the ability of the system to find 
duplicate data segments, so it saves significantly more space.
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If the Data Is Divided into 
Blocks, Is It Safe?

The technology for using pointers to reference a sequence of 
data segments has been standard in the industry for decades: 
You use it every day, and it is safe. Whenever a large file is 
written to disk, it is stored in blocks on different disk sectors 
in an order determined by space availability. When you “read” 
a file, you are really reading pointers in the file’s metadata 
that reference the various sectors in the right order. Block-
based data deduplication applies a similar kind of technology, 
but it allows a single block to be referenced by multiple sets 
of metadata.

When Does Data Deduplication 
Occur during Backup?

There are really three choices. 

You can send all your backup data to a backup target and 
perform deduplication there (usually called target-based 
deduplication), you can perform the deduplication on each 
protected host, or you can use a central media server to 
carry out the deduplication. All three systems are available 
and have advantages.

If deduplication is carried out in the backup application on 
the media server, you don’t have to buy a special-purpose 
target deduplication device, but support is limited to one 
application and all the overhead of the deduplication is added 
to the server’s other duties — and deduplication systems 
that provide good reduction require significant processing. 
So users deploying server-based deduplication report slower 
backup, limited scalability, and requirements to upgrade 
their disk storage and buy more, heavier-duty servers.  

If you use a target deduplication appliance, you send all the 
data to the device and deduplicate it there. You have to buy 
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an appliance, but in most cases, the appliance is designed just 
for deduplication. This means the backup and restore perfor-
mance stays high and deduplication doesn’t slow down other 
backups or require that you beef up your backup servers. 

With some systems, including Quantum’s DXi appliances and 
their DXi Accent software, a kind of hybrid mode is also now 
available.  In hybrid mode, the deduplication is split between 
the backup server and the appliance.  Only unique blocks get 
sent to the target so less bandwidth gets used, but most of the 
compute-intensive tasks are carried out on the appliance so 
the backup server works less hard than in pure, host-based 
systems. 

Does Data Deduplication 
Support Tape?

Yes and no. Data deduplication needs random access to data 
blocks for both writing and reading, so it must be implemented 
in a disk-based system. But tape can easily be written from 
a deduplication data store, and, in fact, that is the typical 
practice. Most deduplication customers keep a few weeks or 
months of backup data on disk, and then use tape for longer-
term storage. Quantum makes that easy by providing a direct 
disk-to-tape connection in its larger deduplication appliances 
so you can create tapes directly without sending the data 
back through a backup server. Supported applications include 
many of the leading backup software, including Symantec’s 
OpenStorage API (OST). 

 

An important point: When you create a tape from data in a 
deduplicated datapool, most vendors re-expand the data and 
apply normal compression. That way files can be read directly 
in a tape drive and do not have to be staged back to a disk 
system first. That is important because you want to be able to 
read those tapes directly in case of an emergency restore. A 
few suppliers write deduplicated data blocks to tape to save 
space, but there is a big downside: You’ll have to write any 
data back to disk before you can restore it, so for a restore of 
a significant size, or one that involves files of different ages, 
you might have to have a lot of free disk space available. Most 
users find that being able to read data directly from tape is a 
much better solution.  
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What Do Data Deduplication 
Solutions Cost?

Costs can vary a lot, but seeing list prices in the range of 30 
to 75 cents per GB of stored, deduplicated data is common. A 
good rule-of-thumb rate for deduplication is 20:1 — meaning 
that you can store 20 times more data than conventional disk. 
Using that figure, systems that could retain 44TB of backup 
data would have a list price of $12,500 — or 28 cents a GB. So 
even at the manufacturer’s suggested list — and discounts are 
normally available — deduplication appliance costs are a lot 
lower than if you protected the same data using conventional 
disk. Even more important, a recent IDC study (a summary 
of which is available from https://iq.quantum.com/
exLink.asp?6986672ON97J86I30001944) concluded that 
companies saved $4.75 for every $1 invested over a three-
year deployment, and that the deduplication systems paid for 
themselves in savings in an average of 7 months. 
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Appendix

Quantum’s Data  
Deduplication Product Line

In This Appendix
▶	Reviewing the Quantum DXi-Series disk backup and remote  

replication appliances

▶	Identifying the features and benefits of the DXi-Series

Q 
uantum Corp. is one of the leading global storage compa-
nies, enabling customers to maximize business value by 

storing, sharing, and preserving digital assets over their entire 
lifecycle. Combining focused expertise, customer-driven inno-
vation, and platform independence, Quantum provides a com-
prehensive range of hybrid, disk, tape, and software solutions 
supported by a world-class sales and service organization. As a 
long-standing and trusted partner, the company works closely 
with a broad network of resellers, original equipment manufac-
turers (OEMs), and other suppliers to meet customers’ evolv-
ing data protection needs.

Quantum’s DXi-Series disk backup appliances leverage pat-
ented variable-length data deduplication technology to reduce 
the total amount of disk needed for backup by 90 percent or 
more, make remote replication a practical and cost-effective 
DR technique, and reduce network bandwidth needs by dis-
tributing data reduction between servers and appliances. 
Figure A-1 shows how DXi-Series physical or virtual appli-
ances can be integrated in the data workflow and combined 
with cloud and tape replication targets to achieve a top-level 
data protection solution against hardware failure, human 
error or localized disasters.
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Figure A-1: Veeam and Quantum Data Protection and Tiered Storage 
Solutions.

The DXi Series spans the widest range of backup capacity 
points in the industry. Some of the features and benefits of 
Quantum’s DXi Series include:

	 ✓	Patented data deduplication technology that reduces 
disk requirements by 90 percent or more

	 ✓	High backup performance for each class of appliances, 
providing optimal protection, even when there are tight 
backup windows

 ✓	A simplified portfolio, as the DXi4700/6900 delivers 
5-510TB usable deduplication capacity, which includes 
Capacity-on-Demand expansion for future growth 
requirements. 

 ✓	The ability to go totally virtual, if your plans call for that, 
as the DXi V1000/V4000 delivers 1-24TB deduplicated 
capacity running on VMware hosts
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 ✓	Advanced Reporting, a management tool on all DXi appli-

ances that includes reporting on data ingested, dedupli-
cation effectiveness, and performance for all Ethernet 
ports — information that can be used for capacity moni-
toring and chargeback requirements

 ✓	Quantum Vision, which allows all DXi appliances to be 
monitored in a “single pane of glass,” where administra-
tors can configure Vision to send alerts for a variety of 
capacity, performance, and error conditions

 ✓	Software (DXi Accent) that distributes deduplication 
between backup servers and appliances to increase 
backup speeds in bandwidth-constrained environments 
and enable remote backup 

Quantum’s data deduplication also dramatically reduces the 
bandwidth needed to replicate backup data between sites — 
for automated disaster recovery protection.

All models share a common software layer, including dedu-
plication and remote replication, allowing IT departments 
to connect all their sites in a comprehensive data protection 
 strategy that boosts backup performance, reduces or elimi-
nates media handling, and centralizes disaster recovery opera-
tions. Support includes Symantec OpenStorage API (OST) for 
both disk and tape on DXi4700, DXi6900, and DXi V4000 models.

Table A-1 compares the Quantum models, and the following 
sections offer greater detail.

Table A-1  Quantum appliance comparison
Quantum  
DXi6900

Quantum  
DXi4700

Quantum DXi 
V-series

Usable capacity  
(on demand)

17-510TB 5-135TB 1-24TB

Retention  
c apacity

340TB-10  
Petabytes

100TB-2.7 
Petabytes

20-480TB

Performance 13.5 NAS 5.2 NAS 1.5 NAS

16.3 OST 5.8 OST 3.2 OST

15.0 VTL 5.9 VTL 4.9 Accent

12.1 Accent 11.0 Accent
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DXi6900 series
The DXi6900 serves as the core of multi-site data protection 
workflows for virtual and cloud environments and is designed 
as a foundation for the next-generation data center. Combined 
with Quantum’s patented variable-length deduplication 
technology and StorNext high-performance file system, the 
DXi6900 delivers broad scale and high performance, minimiz-
ing operational expense and maximizing value and rates of 
return. With simple yet comprehensive management using 
iLayer software, the DXi6900 makes multisite protection 
easier and enables precise business decision making while 
reducing overall resolution time.

The DXi6900 Series deduplication backup appliance provides 
a simple and extensible architecture designed for enterprises 
and service providers who need to deliver data center data 
protection across sites and into the public cloud. The DXi6900 
offers scale from 17TB to over 510TB of usable capacity 
using a unique capacity on-demand methodology. Built on 
Quantum’s DXi software, the DXi6900 provides great flexibility 
and value for investment protection in evolving backup envi-
ronments, and includes all software licenses in its base price, 
including: NAS/OST and VTL, deduplication, replication, and 
DXi Accent software for distributed deduplication.

DXi4700
For small and midsize office environments that want fast on-
site restore and long-term data retention, the DXi4700 Series 
is a scalable deduplication appliance that offers extremely effi-
cient variable deduplication and replication, and scales with 
simplicity. Unlike other deduplication solutions, the DXi4700 
provides certainty that all your data is secure and available 
when you need it most—no matter your architecture, scale, 
or location. The DXi4700 Series appliance provides a simple 
and extensible architecture designed for customers’ data pro-
tection needs, and combines low price/TB, ease of use, and a 
broad capacity range (from 5TB to 135TB) for data protection 
for small and medium enterprises.
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DXi V4000 Series
The DXi V4000 Series is a virtual backup appliance that com-
bines the power and performance of dedupe functionality 
with the simplicity and flexibility of virtual machines. The 
DXi V4000 Series was designed from the beginning around 
virtualization. This 100 percent virtual appliance approach 
maintains high performance and scalability, usually reserved 
for physical appliances. Whether you are looking to protect a 
fully virtualized environment or a mix of physical and virtual, 
the DXi V4000 can protect all data types. 

The DXi V4000 Series deploys using existing virtual infrastruc-
ture, so no new servers or storage are required. It provides 
4.9TB/hr ingest and up to 360TB of scale in a single virtual 
appliance. You can start with less storage and then add more 
capacity as need by just updating the license file.

The DXi V4000 Series can be deployed for a wide range of uses 
and offers tremendous flexibility, whether you are looking for 
remote site or data center protection, or looking to deploy 
cloud backup-as-a-service. 
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